Twin 21 MID Tower, 2-1-61 Shiromi Higashi-ku, Osaka 540, Japan ABSTRACT A systematic approach to the design of running-key generators in stream cipher systems is proposed using a new class of nonlinear functions based on integer arithmetic operations. This approach is applicable to both feedforward-and feedback-types running-key generators. Most practical nonlinear functions that use bnly one addition and one multiplication are fully analyzed. Cryptographic properties, such as 0-1 balance, linear complexity, and correlation, of the key-sequence generated by this scheme are examined and several important criteria for determining the parameters of such generators are derived. This approach will prove valuable in designing running-key generators.
I . INTRODUCTION
Most common running-key generators in stream cipher systems are based on a Combination of shift registers and several nonlinear Boolean functions [l, 31. According to the method of combination, the generators are mainly divided into two categories; One is of the feedback type and the other, feedforward. The first type of generator is an n-stage shift register together with a feedback loop which computes the next term for the first stage of the shift register based on a nonlinear Boolean function using the previous n tenns. The latter consists of n driving linear feedback shift registers and a nonlinear Boolean function that operates on the n output sequences to generate a key sequence [8, lo] .
Golomb conducted a comprehensive study on the characteristics of feedback-type generators, particularly the distribution of cycle lengths from both theoretical and empirical viewpoints. On the other hand, several authors are continuing their efforts in analyzing the sequences produced by feedforward-type generators. In either case, however, few systematic methods for synthesizing nonlinear functions can be found.
In this paper, a new nonlinear function design approach for runningkey generators is proposed on the basis of integer arithmetic operations such as addition, multiplication. This approach is used for both types of feedback and feedforward generators. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the theory of nonlinear functions for running-key generators in stream cipher systems. In Section 3, a new class of nonlinear functions based on integer arithmetic operations is introduced and some fundamental properties are derived. Section 4, using most practical generators that require only one addition and one multiplication, continues the analysis of cryptographic strength, such as 0-1 balance, linear complexity, and correlation. Section 5 describes some examples of running-key generators based on this scheme. The last section summarizes the advantages of this approach and discusses further research topics.
I1 . Overview of Nonlinear Functions
A nonlinear Boolean function F(zl , ..., 2 , ) is represented in the following general form ( the so-called algebraic normal form ) [8] :
where ao, a;, a j j , ... are in GF(2), the Galois Field with two elements.
In particular, if F(z1, ..., 2,) has the following form:
it is of great importance. Golomb[3] obtained important results concerning the characteristics of binary sequences generated by this type of feedback shift registers. Some of the major results are described as follows:
Theorem A. In the case of the feedback type, the nonlinear function has the form of (1) if and only if the cycle of the key-sequence generated has no branch points.
Theorem B.
In the feedback type, the truth table of Fl(x2, ..., z , ) has an odd/even number of 1's if and only if the generator yields a, n odd/even number of cycles.
The following two theorems are applicable to the feedforward-type generators [5, lo] .
Theorem C. In the feedforward type where an >I-sequence generator is equipped with a nonlinear function, if the function has the form of (l), then the key-sequence will be 0-1 balanced.
Theorem D. In the feedforward type, the linear complexity L of the key sequence produced by the function of nonlinear order d operating on the contents of an n-stage M-sequence generator is bounded by Moreover, when the function Fl(z2, ..., zn) of (1) has a balanced truth table, there are two additional theorems that must be considered [3, 91. Theorem E. In the feedback type, the function Fl(z2, ..., 5 , ) has a balanced truth table if and only if the autocorrelation with delay n of the key-sequence con>-erges zero as the cycle length approaches 2". Theorem F. In the feedforward type, the function Fl(q, ..., z , ) has a balanced truth table if and only if probability P ( z = xi) = 1/2, for i = 1 , 2 , ,.., n, where z is the output of the nonlinear function F(z1, ...: xn), provided that zl, ..., z, are independent and identically distributed balanced binary variables.
From above results, we can see that when F(x1, ..., xn) has the form of (1) it is very significant for both types of feedback and feedforward generators. Therefore, we will concentrate on this type of nonlinear function in this paper.
I11 . A New Class of Nonlinear Functions
Define f as a mapping; f : I, to I,, where I , = {0,1, ..., Zn -11, and
x E I,, rn = 1, ..., n. Consider a set of mappings satisfying the following two conditions for all rn, m = I, 2, ..., n,:
1. fm(x) is bijective on Im = {0,1, ..., 2" -l}, and 2. fm(x) = fm(z(modZm)) for any z E I,.
Note that f(z) fundamental.
fn(x).
Denote the set by rn. The next theorem is Theorem 1. I ? , is a group with respect t o the composition of mappings.
The following theorems are important when we apply this set of mappings to the design of stream cipher systems. (1). f ( x ) = ax + b(mod2"), where a is odd and b is any integer. 
(3). f(x) = [b2+"/4](mod2"), where b = 5(mod8),a is any integer, and
[x] is the integer part of x.
(4). f(x) = [(b"+" + 1)/4](rn0d2~), where b = 3(mod8)
, and a is any integer.
(5). All the inverse mappings of the above ones form a subset of rn.
where xi is the i-th leading bit of an integer x. 
The mapping of f(x) = ax + b(rnodZn) , which we refer to hereafter as an affine mapping, is of great importance from a practical viewpoint. It requires only one addition and one multiplication, thereby making the implementation much easier and speeding up the generation of the keysequences. Another merit is theoretical due to the fact that the linearity in the integer arithmetic sense makes the analysis of the key-sequence characteristics easier. First, we obtain the theorem that deals with the total number of distinct truth tables provided by &ne mappings. 
( x ) .
The following corollary is easily obtained.
Corollary 1. af€ine mappings is given as 22n-2.
The total number of distinct truth tables provided by
The next theorem is important since this theorem holds for not only affine mappings but also for any mappings in rn. where t k = u2'-', and w is the 2"-th root of one.
The next corollary is useful for the practical design of nonlinear functions. 
where a is odd and b is any integer with 0 5 a, b < 2".
As shown in Theorems C and D, the order of nonlinearity is highly associated with the linear complexity of the sequence produced by the feedforward-type generator. As for the feedback-type generator, it is known that nonlinear order is equal to n -1 if the key-sequence is a de Bruijn sequence [2] . The following theorems deal with this property for &e mappings. V . Discussions DES ( Data Encryption Standard ) can be regarded a s a nonlinear function when used in the output-feedback or in cipher-feedback modes. This cipher scheme, as well as classical ones, consists of two basic elements: permutation and substitution. However, in this paper we have proposed a new approach to building nonlinear functions by using integer arithmetic operations such as addition, multiplication. This approach has the following advantages:
1. It makes theoretical analysis of the cryptographic strength of the generated key-sequence easier.
2. It makes the implementation of the system easier and cheaper because integer arithmetic operation units are accessible or available in both software and hardware.
3.
It provides wide variety in selecting nonlinear functions when designing a stream cipher system.
